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 With the freedom to use the keyboard, mouse, and hardware of your choice to craft your own sound, MPC Renaissance sets a
new standard for MIDI recording, editing and performance. A flexible interface and a modern feature set make MPC

Renaissance perfectly suited for the world's leading music producers. Record, edit and perform like never before with MPC
Renaissance. Professional workstation for producers that want all the tools of a pro Introducing your own sound to music Fused

with powerful hardware and a flexible workstation The first MPC for music production The flagship of Akai Professional's
MPC family, MPC Renaissance lets you do more with your music. Create, edit and perform like a pro with a feature set that

rivals any software or hardware solution. Whether you're recording, editing or performing music, you can get your ideas into the
world faster and more fluid than ever before. MPC Renaissance has everything you need to craft a full, complete sound of your
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own, whether it's a solo performance or a full band. Keyboard and mouse There's no such thing as a "one size fits all" MPC. For
your music, your instrument choice is key, so MPC Renaissance was built with flexibility in mind. Whether you're using the

onboard programmable buttons on the keyboard or mouse, choosing from over 40 freely programmable control destinations, or
even your computer's USB or MIDI interfaces, the possibilities are endless. With a variety of pedal or performance options,

MPC Renaissance lets you go wherever your imagination takes you. Music Production Workflow The MPC Renaissance
workflow allows you to harness the power of your workstation and your audio software, in tandem with an MPC-style

controller. Just as the MPC gives you the musical tools you need to make music, MPC Renaissance gives you the workflow you
need to work. Focus on your performance, while the instrument takes care of the details. Record, edit and perform at your own
pace, without fear of interrupting your creativity. The MPC Renaissance workflow gives you ultimate control of the music you

make. MPC Renaissance can record and edit and playback MIDI, audio and MPC instrument samples, using more than 90 high-
quality presets in powerful Akai Professional® software. Now the leader in music production workstations The Akai

Professional MPC has been the undisputed leader in musical workstations for over a decade. MPC Renaissance continues this
tradition, 82157476af
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